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IBPS PO Prelims Question Samples for Reasoning 

 

Directions (Q1-5): Study the following information carefully and answer 
the given questions. 

In a certain code language, ‘famous place in Sydney’ is coded as ‘ma pa ni qe’, ‘Sydney 
famous food palace’ is coded as ‘qu pa qe ta’, ‘fashion show in place’ is coded as ‘lu fu 
ma ni,’ and ‘Sydney fashion food week’ is coded as ‘fu qu mu qe’. 

Q1. ‘pa’ is code for which word in the given language? 

1. a) famous 
2. b) place 
3. c) in 
4. d) either famous or place 
5. e) none of these 

Ans: a 
Solution: 

 
Hence ‘pa’ is code for ‘famous’. 

Q2. Code ‘ma’ is for which word in the given language? 

1. a) show 
2. b) in 
3. c) place 
4. d) either in or place 
5. e) cannot be determined 

Ans: d 
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Q3. In a code language, ‘best design ever’ is coded as ‘nt lt up’. How ‘best Sydney 
palace’ is coded in that code language? 

1. a) qe ta fu 
2. b) fu qe nt 
3. c) nt qe ta 
4. d) up qu ta 
5. e) cannot be determined 

Ans: c 

Q4. What is code for ‘palace’ in the given code language? 

1. a) qu 
2. b) pa 
3. c) qe 
4. d) ta 
5. e) cannot be determined 

Ans: d) 

Q5. How is ‘Sydney food show’ is coded in the given code language? 

1. a) qe lu mu 
2. b) lu qu qe 
3. c) fu qu lu 
4. d) mu qu pa 
5. e) fu lu mu 

Ans: b) 

 
Directions (Q6-10): Study the following information carefully and 
answer the questions given below. 

Twelve People are in sitting in two parallel rows each having 6 people. P, Q, R, 
S, T and U are facing North and F, G, H, I, J and K are facing South (not necessarily 
same order). 

P is third from the left end. J is to the immediate left of person facing P. S and Q are 
immediate neighbours of each other. Q is to the right of S and S is not at any extreme 
end. Neither G nor K is at any extreme end. One person is sitting between H and J. K 
is not facing P. I is facing Q. R is seating at extreme end. U is not facing J. Neither T 
nor U is at extreme end. 

Q6. How is T related to P? 
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1. a) immediate left of P 
2. b) immediate right of P 
3. c) second to right of P 
4. d) second to left of P 
5. e) three places from P 

Ans: b 

Solution: 

P, Q, R, S, T and U are facing North. 
F, G, H, I, J and K are facing South. 
1) P is third from the left end. 
2) J is to the immediate left of person facing P. 

 
3) S and Q are immediate neighbour of each other. 
4) Q is to the right of S and S is not at any extreme end. 
5) I is facing Q. 
So we have two possibilities. 

 
6) One person is sitting between H and J. So we get following possibilities. 

 
7) Neither G nor K is at any extreme end. 
8) K is not facing P. 
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Here possibility 3.a.2 is getting eliminated. 

 
 

9) R is seating at extreme end. 

 
10) Neither T nor U is at extreme end. 
11) U in not facing J. 

 
Hence T is immediate right of P. 

Q7. Who is second to the right of person facing S? 

1. a) G 
2. b) K 
3. c) H 
4. d) F 
5. e) Cannot be determined 

Ans: a 

Q8. Who is odd among the following? 

1. a) F 
2. b) I 
3. c) K 
4. d) R 
5. e) Q 
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Ans: c 

Q9. Which among the following is true in case of Q? 

1. a) not seating at extreme end. 
2. b) third to left of P. 
3. c) second to right of T. 
4. d) facing person who is the immediate left of J. 
5. e) K is facing the person to the right of Q. 

Ans: c 

Q10. Who is third to the left of F? 

1. a) None 
2. b) J 
3. c) I 
4. d) K 
5. e) U 

Ans: b 
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